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Element

Conduct a
stakeholder analysis
of who should /needs
to be involved in the
process. Determine
how and when you
will engage
them.

START

Does your company
have a working
definition for
innovation?
If no…
If yes…

If yes…

Determine if your
company needs a
definition of
innovation.

---and---

Discus how the
company can use it
to begin to track
innovation
success.

Create Ideas for Definition
1

2

Consider the
horizons and types
of innovation.
5

Discuss how
innovators will use
it to help frame
their innovations.

FRAME: Definition
Creation Steps

3

Create a definition
that has your
customer at the
center.

Make sure the unique essence of
what your company offers is
included.

4

Using your strategy map,
make sure your
definition leads to
results that will help
execute the strategy.

Articulate the value that
your company will
receive from innovation.

Finalize
Using the stakeholder analysis and your
knowledge of how your company works,
all of your political wisdom, enlarge the
conversation until you have sufficient
input for the definition.

Draft 3-4 sentence
definition for
innovation in your
company.
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FRAME: Creating Synergy + Collaboration
Identify a strategic initiative that impacted the day–to-day work of
everyone in your company, or almost everyone, and that has been
successful in your company for more than 5 years. Use the
Candidates to Consider list and the Criteria to Consider for Selection
lists to the right.
1. Narrow the list and pick one that you believe you can learn the
most about for your innovation initiative.
2. Find the person who is accountable for it, at the highest level to
which you have access, and go an interview them. Ask them
what worked, what did not, what was the first 1-2 years like,
biggest barriers to overcome, and how it was structured in the
first two years.
3. Together, determine where the two initiatives might 1) overlap
(strategy level, implementation level, tool level, to name a few)
what 1) cause confusion both together may cause employees
and 2) what synergies between the two can be created.
4. Talk about the two of you can collaborate going forward.
There is no hard outcome for this MVA, but if you go through the steps it will:
•

Give you (and the company) confidence that you can get innovation
to the next level;

•

Help you explain to employees how the two co-exist and even build
on each other, and

•

Understand the requirements for STRUCTURE - FIT of innovation
with other key initiatives.

Candidates to Consider
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Operating Excellence
Lean
Quality
Safety
Six Sigma
Project Management
Change Management
Process Mapping
Salesforce implementation.

Selection Criteria to Consider

Target the first 1-2 years of the initiative where it
was:
•
New to company and not very well understood
•
Resisted at many levels
•
Not clear to those leading it what the next steps
were
•
Impacted almost every job
•
Viewed by top management of one of the few
key enterprise initiatives
•
Expected to create competitive advantage for
your company
•
A requirement that employees were trained on
new behaviors and skills
•
Reported on in the operations and employee
meetings
•
Part of the compensation and incentive system
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